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1 
Let X denote a separable infinite dimensional Hiibert space, B(X) the 
ring of all bounded linear operators on &‘, and K(Z) the space of all compact 
operators on Z. 
The description of the two sided ideal in B(Z) was given by Calkin [2] 
who showed that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the proper 
two sided ideals in B(Y) and the so-called “ideal sets” of nonnegative termed 
sequences [2]. 
It is useful to note that in this correspondence one can replace the ideal 
set by the linear space of all sequences (ai) in cs for which (I a, I) is in the 
ideal set. This sequence space is solid, symmetric, and determines the same 
ideal in B(X) which the ideal set does, namely all T E K(Y) which have the 
representation 
for (a,) 
in the sequence space and (I+$) and (I+$) orthonormal sequences in 3. 
The most important ideals in B(&‘) are surely the norm ideals introduced 
by Schatten [9] and studied extensively by the Russian school, particularly 
by Gohberg and Krein [5] who call such ideals s.n. (symmetrically normed) 
ideals. The purpose of this paper is to show that the study of norm ideals in 
B(.#) can essentially be reduced to the study of symmetric solid Banach 
sequence spaces. This is done by showing that the correspondence detailed 
above actually determines a one-to-one correspondence between the class of 
all proper norm ideals in B(.z?) and the class of all solid symmetric Banach 
sequence spaces contained in cO . That is, the theorem of Calkin has a linear 
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topological analogue for the case of norm ideals. The far reaching utility of 
this result consists in the fact that questions concerning the structure of norm 
ideals can now be rephrased equivalently as (apparently simpler) questions 
concerning the structure of Banach sequence spaces (e.g., see [6] and [7]). 
Until now, only special cases of our result were known. In fact, that portion 
of the theory of norm ideals treated in [5], namely the study of minimal and 
maximal norm ideals [7] is based entirely on the relationship between such 
ideals and certain Banach sequence spaces. Thus our result represents the 
completion of the study of this aspect of the theory of norm ideals in B(s). 
The proof depends on a variational eigenvalue inequality for symmetric 
norming functions which we establish using a deep result of Wielandt [12]. 
This inequality may also be of independent interest, being related to other 
results of Fan [4], Ostrowski [8], Weyl [ll], and Cochran and Hinds [3] of a 
similar nature. 
2 
A real sequence space p is solid if (a,) E p and 1 6, 1 < 1 ai j for all i implies 
(6J E CL, and symmetric if (ui) E p and 7r any permutation of the positive inte- 
gers implies (a,(*,) E CL. 
Throughout the paper we will consider only those solid symmetric sequence 
spaces which are actually Banach spaces under some symmetric norming 
function [5] and all of whose elements are in c, . Such a sequence space will be 
called a Banach ideal space. 
A norm ideal is said to be minimal if no proper closed subspace is a norm 
ideal, and maximal if it itself is not a proper closed subspace of some norm 
ideal. It follows easily from the work of Schatten [9, lo] that every minimal 
norm ideal is the completion .8 0, &’ of the tensor product 8 @ .#’ with 
respect to the uniform crossnorm 01 [9] and that every maximal norm ideal 
can be realized as the conjugate space (%’ 0,~ X’)* of the minimal norm 
ideal X @,, &’ [9], [lo] ( w h ere 0~’ denotes the uniform crossnorm “asso- 
ciate” to 01 [9]). We will consistently use this latter notation in describing 
maximal norm ideals. 
As mentioned in Section I, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the proper two sided ideals in B(2) and the solid symmetric sequence 
spaces in c0 , namely that in which a sequence (a,) in the sequence space is 
associated to an operator T = Ca ai& @#i for arbitrary orthonormal 
sequences (4J and (h). If I(cu) is a proper norm ideal in B(Y) (where OL is the 
uniform crossnorm on the ideal I [9, lo]) then the associated sequence space / 
is a Banach ideal space under the symmetric norming function !D@ [S]. Our 
aim in this paper is to show that the ideal associated with a Banach ideal space 
is actually a norm ideal. 
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Our proof depends on first obtaining an eigenvalue inequality based on a 
result of Wielandt [12]. We begin with two simple lemmas, both of which are 
well known and follow easily from Abel’s partial summation formula. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (ui) and (bi) be nonincreasing sequences of nonnegative 
numbers. If r is any permutation of the positive integers and (Q) is any *l 
sequence, then 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (ai), (bJ, and (ci) be three sequences of nonnegative numbers 
with (ct) nonincreasing. If 
then 
Recall that if A E K(&@) then the eigenvalues of the positive operator 
1 A 1 = (A*Ay are called the s-numbers of A [5] and are denoted by 
(S,(A)), arranged in decreasing order. In particular, if A is a positive operator 
then (s&4)) is the sequence of eigenvalues of A arranged in decreasing order. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let OL be a uniform c~ossnorm and A and B compact positive 
operators in the maximal norm ideal (.z? @,, &‘)* [lo]. Then 
@c&(A)) - W))) G 2 II A - B lla - 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume I Q(A) - s,(B)/ # 0 
for all i. Then there is a permutation n of the positive integers for which 
Iw(4 - ~dB)l 2 I w2M - SA~)(B)I 2 ... b 0. 
For any 12 = 1, 2,..., consider Cy=, 1 s,,(,)(A) - s,&B)j . Define 
and 
q = (1 < i < n I GM(A) > s,(@)>, 
a2 = (1 < i < n I s,dA) < w(B)). 
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Then 
Now Wielandt has given the following max-min characterization of sums 
of eigenvalues of Hermitian operators [12]. If A is a compact Hermitian 
operator on A? with e&envalues aI > 01~ >, ***, S is a set of distinct natural 
numbers, say (0 < il < iz < -‘* < in} = S, then (if R, denotes a linear 
subspace of &‘) 
(Yil + oli, + **- + cij, = max min 1 (Ax,, x0). 
RIICR,e...CRin (xp,xQ)=~,, 
OES 
dimR,=o W% 
(Actually Wielandt’s proof is carried out in the case where A is an n x n 
Hermitian matrix but, as he observes, the proof is valid for any compact 
Hermitian operator A. The only difficulty in our application of this result is 
that the eigenvalues of A must be arranged in decreasing order to apply the 
result. To be sure this condition is satisfied we have assumed in the statement 
of our theorem that the operators in question are positive.) 
Consider the sets {s&A) 1 i E q> and {s,&B) 1 i E ul}. If we set 
5’ = {r(i) 1 i E ui}, then arranging the elements of S in increasing order we 
have 
and 
where (Q(A))~,~ and (s~(B))~,, are decreasing. 
Let (k) be the sequence of eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues 
(s&4)) of A and set R, = [&IF-r for n = 1, 2,.... Then one easily checks that 
Choose vectors (yj) in .%’ for which (yj) E Rj for j E S, (yj , yk) = aj, , and 
Now 
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By the above, 
while by the theorem of Wielandt mentioned above 
Also, by a theorem of Fan [4], 
ISI 
zs (64 - B)Y, 9 Yd G c 44 - % 
i=l 
where 1 S 1 denotes the cardinality of S(= 1 a, 1 < n). 
Combining these results we have 
By an entirely analogous argument (and the fact that 
s@ - A) = s&4 - 23)) 
we get 
Adding, we get 
(Our argument above is essentially that of Theorem 2 of [12].) 
Recall that the Banach ideal space associated with the maximal norm 
ideal (Z’ 0,~ X)* is ,LLX, where p is the completion of the finitely noruero 
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sequences with respect to the symmetric norming function @al [5]. Therefore 
each of (s&4)), (Q(B)), and (s,(A - B)) is in PX and by Lemma (2.1), 
as above. 
Moreover [5], [9], 
// A - B jlol = @&,(A - B)) = sup f b&4 - B). 
(b~F~;ll@iN,~l i=
b,>b,>-*.a0 
Let (bJ EP, ll(b& d 1, and b, >/ b, > ... > 0. By Lemma 2.2, and what 
has been previously proved, 
gl bi I s7rM(A) - sdi~(B>I G 2 f bdA - W 
i=l 
for all 71 = 1, 2,.... Therefore by the above 
(P,(W)) - (GW) G 2 II A - B lla 9 
and the theorem is proved. 
This result is a new type of variational eigenvalue inequality which should 
be compared to results of Fan [4], Ostrowski [8], Weyl [ll], and Cochran 
and Hinds [3] of the same nature. 
In order to apply the inequality obtained in Theorem 2.3 and establish 
the one-to-one correspondence between proper norm ideals in B(&f’) and 
Banach ideal spaces we will need several additional results concerning norm 
ideals and sequence spaces. 
As in the proof of the preceeding theorem, let @ be the Banach ideal 
sequence space associated with the maximal norm ideal (S’ @,, &‘)*. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let T E (.z? 0,~ ,Z?)* and let (&) be any ortho?wrmal sequence 
in ti. Then the sequence ((T& , &)) is in $ and 
Consequently the operator S = Ci (T& , &) & @ & is in (2’ @,, A?)*. 
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Proof. According to [9], if T E (&’ @,, &)* then 
Now for 
so by the above we have 
That is, (( T$, , $$)) E PX and 
But then 
The next result appears to be new, although the special case 01 = h 
(the usual operator norm) is well known. Recall that if I is any two sided ideal 
in B(&‘) then an operator A is in I if and only if 1 A 1 = (A *@I2 is in I [l]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let LY be a uniform crossnorm and (A,) a sequence of Hermitian 
operators in the proper maximal norm ideal (S 0,~ &‘)*. If lim,,, A,, = B 
for some positive operator B E (&’ @,* X)* then Em,,, 1 A, 1 = B in 
(S & .q*. 
Proof. Given any E > 0 there is an N such that if n > N then 
II A, - B lla -=I 43. 
Since (X @,f X)* is a proper ideal in B(X), each A, is a compact 
operator [2] and hence 
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for some orthonormal set (+J, where (&(A,)) is the sequence of eigenvalues 
of A, . Then 
We may, of course, assume (&) is actually a basis for X. Then every 
element T E (&’ C&S Z)* has the (weak*-convergent) representation 
where by Lemma 2.4 each of the operators 
sl=~<T4~~4~>~~04i and Sz=C (T$i,4j>diO+j 
z i#j 
are in (X @,, X)*, with 11 S, j/N < 11 T &, and hence /j S, /Ia < 2 11 T IioL. 
In particular, B E ($9’ @,, X)* so (( A, - B II= < c/3 implies 
and by Lemma 2.4 this implies (as above), 
Now B is a positive operator so (B$, , &) >, 0 for all i. Thus since cD~ is a 
symmetric norming function, 
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Now 
< @a((1 +%z)I) - (@A 9 di>)) + ; 
by the above inequality. That is, 
We can now complete the characterization of norm ideals in terms of 
Banach ideal sequence spaces. We know that if I(a) is any proper norm ideal 
in B(Z) then the symmetric solid sequence space J associated with 1(a) is a 
Banach ideal space. All that remains is to prove that the converse is also true. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let J be a Banach ideal sequence space and I the two sided 
ideal in B(X) associated with J. Then I is a norm ideal in B(H). 
Proof. We need only show that I is complete in the uniform crossnorm a 
generated by the symmetric norming function @a defined on J. 
To do this, let (T,) b e a sequence in I which is Cauchy in a-norm. It is 
obvious that J is a closed subspace of the Banach ideal space @ (where 
again p is the completion of the finitely non-zero sequences with respect to 
the norm @a<) and hence that I is contained in the corresponding maximal 
norm ideal (2’ 0,~ &‘)* associated with px. Since (.Z? @,I X)* is complete 
(in a-norm), the sequence (T,) converges in a-norm to some operator T 
in (&? @,e SF)*. 
Now there exists an operator Q E B( Z’) (in fact, an isometry) for which 
Q 0 T = ] T j . Therefore, since 
II Tn - T/I, 10, II QTn - QTII, = II QT, - I T I IlaJ+ 0. 
But QT,, E I implies (QTn)* E I also, implying 
ll(QTn)* - (QT)* I/a = ll(QTn>* - I T I IIoL .J+ 0. 
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Adding and using the triangle inequality we have 
II 8[(QTn) + (QTn)*l - I T I 11,~ 0. 
Let A, =4(&T* + (QT,)*) for n = 1,2,.... Then (A,) is a sequence of 
Hermitian operators in I converging to the positive operator [ T ( . By 
Lemma 2.5, 
iI I An I - I T I lla 1% 
According to Theorem (2.3), 
(and ] A, / E I for all n). 
@m,(Ml A, I) - Ml T I)>) f 2 II I 4 I - I T I /la 
for all n. But /I I A, / - I T j /Ia -% 0 by the above. Hence 
$$(I A, IN = 04 T I>) in pLx. 
But (si I A, I) c J a closed subset of ~LX for all n, implying (~(1 T I)) E J. 
Then I T I , and hence T itself, is in I, and I is a norm ideal. 
Remark. Theorem (2.6) essentially reduces the entire theory of norm 
ideals in B(2) to the much simpler theory of symmetric solid Banach 
sequence spaces. The insight into problems concerning norm ideals gained 
by this approach often enables one to readily solve the problem. For example, 
at one time it was unknown whether “intermediate” norm ideals (i.e., 
neither minimal nor maximal) exist. That this is the case was shown by 
Mitiagin [7] who constructed such an ideal between the minimal and maximal 
ideals $, and S, of Gohberg and Krein [5]. According to Theorem (2.6), 
any symmetric solid Banach sequence space (CL, @@a> which is nonseparable 
but which does not coincide with all sequences (aJ for which 
sup @&i)L, < +ac, 11 
determines an intermediate norm ideal. Such sequence spaces (having addi- 
tional properties) are constructed in [6]. Further results concerning the appli- 
cation of Theorem (2.6) to other unsolved problems in the theory of norm 
ideals will appear in a later work. 
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